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REPORT No. 738

GROUND EFFECT ON DOWNWASH ANGLES AND WAKE LOCATION

By S. KATZOFF arid HAROLD H. SWEBERG

SUMMARY

,4 theoretical study has been made of the reduction in

doumwash and the upward displacement of the wake in

the presence of the ground, and some verification of the

theory has been obtained by means of air-flow measure-

ments made with a ground-board and image-wing com-

bination. ,]lethods are given for estimating the effects and

numerous examples are included to illustrate the nature of

these effects and to show their order of magnitude.

INTRODUCTION

An important consideration in tile analysis of the

handling characteristics of an airplane is the large re-

duction of dow_lwash in take-off or in landing occa-

sioned by the proximity of the ground. A related con-

sideration is that the wing wake, which under normal

flight conditions generally passes below the tail, is dis-

placed upward by the ground and may envelop the tail

just as a landing is about to be made.

The basis for the calculation of downwash angles and

wake characteristics for the normal condition (without

ground effect) is discussed at length in reference l ; a

r6sum6 of the theory is given in reference 2, together

with numerous charts to facilitate its application. The

present paper is essentially a supplement to these

papers and extends the theory and tile methods of cal-

culation to cov[,r take-off or landing conditions. It

includes also a sutficient numl)er of illustrative exam-

pies to enable the d(,signer to estimate the effects of

the groun(l on the wake location and on the (Iow_lwash

angles.

A few wind-tunnel tests were made to provide some

.verification of the theory and to indicate that no

important fa(,tors had I)een neglected.

SYMBOLS

(' lift coefficient

Cz_ lift coefllcient at a particular angle of attack,

flaps up

CL I increase of lift coefficient, at same angle of

attack, on deflecting the flap

c_o section profile-drag coefficient

A aspect ratio

a angle of attack

downwash angle

_w

b
C

Cr

Z

d

m

downwash angle contributed by plain wing

downwash angle contributed by flap

span
chord

root chord

mean aerodynamic chord

vertical distance from ground to wake origin at

root section

distance from wing aerodynamic center to

ground

downward displacement of center line of wake

from its origin at trailing edge, measured

normal to relative wind

vertical distance from elevator hinge axis to

wake origin at root section, measured normal

to relative wind (positive if hinge axis i_

above trailing edge)

longitudinal distance from elevator tfinge axis t',_

quarter-chord point of root section

longitudinal distance from elevator hinge axis t_

trailing edge of root section

wake half-width

correction factor in formula for ground effect on

angle of attack

free-stream dynamic pressure

THEORY

In the proximity of the groun(l, the wing vorte,:

system is reflected in the ground and the resultiI_:

downwash at the tail corresponds to tim coml)med

field of flow of the two symmetrically situated and op-

positely rotating vortex systems. The superposition i._

illustrated in figure 1. Figure l(a) shows the down-

wash field in the plane of symmetry of a wing, under

normal flight conditions; the field is symmetrical about

tim wake, which is so curved that its slope at every

point is the tangent of the (h)wnwash angle at that

point. The superposition of tim refleetcd downwash

field when the wing is near the ground is shown in

figure 1 (t)); the downwash angle at every point is the

algebraic sum of the two downwash angles, and the

slope of tim wake at every point is the tangent of the

resultant downwash angle at that point. Tim resultant

fiehl is shown in figure 1 ((').

I
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4O

0 _0 40 GO 80 I00 120 /40 /GO

D/stonce behind quorfeF-cho_d poi_/, _rcent ._em#s_on

(a) Normaldownwash field.
(b) Sul)erpositioll of downwash fields of actual vortex system (full lines) and re-

flected vortex system (dotted lines),

(c) Resulianl downwash field.

Fiot'n_ L--Illustration of the ground effect on the do_nwash field behind an air-
foil. Rectangular win_; A, 6; C#,, 1.0; zf_, 1.0.

The assumption, implied in this procedure, that the
system of bound and trailing vortices is independent

of the distance from the ground does not strictly hold.
First, since the field of the reflected bound vortex re-
duces the effective airspeed at the wing, the average

strength of the bound vortex must be correspondingly
increased in order to maintain the given lift coefficient.

3.5_2
This increase is about -_-f_ percent, and the results

obtained by the proccdure given may, for better accu-
racy, bc increased by this amount. Second, the dis-
tribution of the bound vortex across the span of the

wing will be altered by the presence of the ground with,
usually, a slight concentration toward the center of the
wing. Third, the trailing vortices shed from the tips
of the wings and the flaps do not extend straight back

but move laterally outward under the influence of their
own reflections. The last two effects are relatively
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(a) e_sffi0.2fl.

(b) ca0 _0.15.

(c) ca0=0.10.

FIGURE P.--Wake effect on downwash. The effects are equal but of opposite sign

below the wake cenler.
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small and are probably negligible for most cases. For

a practical first approximation it appears pcrmissit)lc

_o neglect all three effects I)ccause, for distances Dora

tile ground for which they become pronounced, tilt'

downwash angles are so far reduced that even relatively

large percentage errors are numerically small.

The wake, together with the flow into it (reference 2),

may also be considered to be reflected in the ground.

hmsmueh as this inflow is appreciable only within or

very close to the wake, the effect of the reflected wake

will generally be negligible unless the wing is less than

one chord from the ground.

The analysis given in reference 2 of the flow into the

wake has been repeated on the basis of the more recent

wake studies included in reference 3. The results (fig.

2) indicate that the effect is less than that shown in

reference 2, especially near the edge of ttle wake.

It may be remarked here, with respect to the actual

prediction of tail forces, that some uncertainty exists

regar(ling the calculation of the effective angle of attack

of the tail when it is near the center of the wake, where

the wake effect changes rapidly with distance from the

center. For such conditions, the relation between tht,

effective flow at the tail all([ the flow which would exist

in that region in the absence of the tail may not be very

close. Experimental studies of the forces on an airfoil

in a nonhomogeneous field of flow, as in a wake, would

be of considerable aid in this respect.

It may be noted further that the mt,thods of reference

2 are not very accurate in certain cases, for example, if

the fuselage is a poor aerodynamic body or if the addi-

tional lift due to flap deflection does not carry across

the fuselage. Such inaccuracy may be expected to

persist near the grotmd; prediction of the wake location,

whiclt will often be the most critical of the variables

involw,d, will bc relatively mmffectt'd by these imlccu-

ratios.

APPARATUS AND TESTS

For the tests the ground was represented, as sug-

gested in reference 4, by an image airfoil and a ground

board having its leading edge midway between the test

airfoil and the image (indicated diagrammatically in

fig. 3). The test airfoil was a 10- by 60-inch re('tangular

NACA CYH airfoil equippt,(l with pressure orifices

along the mid-semispan section; the image airfoil was

similar in form but had a Clark Y section. No t)alance

was used ; the relation bctwet,n tim lift coefficient at the

section ..... ltaining the orifices and the lift coefficient of

the wing, as determine(l from previous tests, was usetl

to estimate the lift. The ground I)oard was of :_-in('h

plywood; although I)robal)ly too thicl_ for the usual

studies of grin,rid [4fort on lift and drag, it was c(m-

sidered satisfactory for downwash stutlies. The air-

foils and the ground board were mounted vertically on

the floor of the entrance cone of the NACA full-scale

wind tunnel (fig. 4) ; the alinement of the ground hoar(l

with the air stream was verified by means of static-

pressure measurements made near the leading edge on

both sides. Airspeeds of about 50 miles per hour were

used for the tests.

¢- i

FI_;URE3.--Partial groundboard and image-wingcombinatio:_.

Measurements of downwash angles and of total aml

static pressures were made in the plane of symmetry of

the airfoil by means of a two-finger yaw head (reference

5) and a total-pressure tube and a static-pressure tul)e

placed near it (fig. 4). One test was made of tim plain

FII;UItE 4.--Set-ill) for measllring ground ellett on downwa._h.

airfoil at a (listance of 1.0c (measuretl to the quar-

ter-chord line) from the ground, at a lift coef/icient

of 1.0. For tim airfoils fitted with full-sl)an 0.20c

split flaps deflected 60 °, measurements were made

at, distances of 0.6c, 1.0c, and 1.4c f!'om the ground

at a lift coefficient of about 1.6.
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The accuracy with which tile airfoil lift coefficients
were estimated from the section lift coefficients was

considered satisfactory, although the relation between

the two is probably altered somewhat in the presence
of the ground. Most of the downwash angles are
accurate within about 0.25 ° In the wake, however,

especially near the trailing edge, the excessive turbu-
lence probably contributed further error, as was indi-

cated by tile fact that the sel)arate pressure readings
of the two fingei_s of the yaw head did not bear tile
same relation to their difference as did the readings
outside the wake.

The combination of the partial ground board and an
image wing is probably the most practical of the

(reference 4); the thickness of the leading edge of the

ground board should be reasonably small, however, for
the leading edge corresponds essentially to a discoa-
tinuity in the ground level.

RESULTS OF TESTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental downwash-angle contours are com-

pared with the calculated contours in figure 5. Since
the observed wake of the flapped airfoil indicated a
profile-drag coefficient of about 0.135, the wake effect
corresponding to this value was included in the cal-
culated contours.

The main discrepancy between the experimental and

i

0 2O

(a} No flap; CL, 1.0; zf_, (I._3.
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; '+ -- _---1_ .... _...... _---± -L _ _-----
i : : ,5 .l\! M i i ! !

L _ , _',_._ '7-_--_ _ _---.---

r _ _ - _ l+-I -_- _J. ' " - _ .... _-"

20 40 60 80 /oo /20 /40
O_stonce behind quor/er-chord poiht,

percenf semispon

(b) With full-span 0.20c _pllt flap deflected O0°; CL, t.6; z_, O.4l.

- i ( deg 5 4 I : 3 i ! ; i [.... ...... ...... ..... --!--,
i_ -4--- ; , *"-_ . i,- . . . i__ , .... i_ ....

_aot 'SL_----:_,.'--e\-'_, t ,a_ _---_---_--_ .--_--,

. _2Ol---i--..k_.s._:_.L.__r ___--._ _._-, _-- ,....

._o F ,--H---_-,---_------+ ......t--- _......
I i [ i l i i I I I I l i Ic7 ,

0 20 40 60 80 /00 120 140 160

Pistor_=ebehind quorfer-chord point,

percent 5emtspon

le) With full-span 0.20¢ split flap deflected _)o; C_, 1.6; zf #38.

...... Theorehcal
8!71 61 5 4

0 20 40 60 80 I00 120 140
O_stonce behind quorter-chor'd point,

_er'cemt s_mispor_

(d) With full-span 0.20c split flap dcfleete¢l _1°; Cz, I 6: z;_, l.l&

FIGURE $.--Comparison of theoretical with experimental downwash angles in the presence of the grolln(1. Rectangular NACA CYH wing .I, 6.

_l('('eptable methods of studying ground effect on air-
f_ils. As has been shown by a number of investigators,
the boundary layer on a ground board that extends

ahead of the airfoil expands or separates as it approaches
the area under the leading edge of the airfoil, owing to
the positive pressure gradient in that region. For the

combination, however, the leading edge of the board is
at the region of maximum pressure and the boundary
layer develops in a negative pressure gradient. Some

preliminary studies indicated that this negative grad-
ient continues for some distance behind the airfoil and

that the boundary layer remains of negligible thickness
throughout the region where it might influence the

airfoil characteristics. Apparently, the image wing
need not, be an exact reproduction of the test wing

the calculated values of t appears in the region close
to the trailing edge, where the experimental values are

higher than the theoretical; a vortex at the quarter-
chord line is apparently too inexact a substitute for a
wing, especially a flapped wing, to give accurate re-

sults for the flow near it. In the region where the tail
surface is usually placed, however, the agreement is
satisfactory. The observed variation in downwash

across the wake seemed to be somewhat less sharp
than that indicated by the theory; as has already been
noted, however, the measurements within the wake

were relatively int;ccurate. Inasmuch as the calcu-
lated and the observed loc_ tions of the wake center line

agreed within the accuracy of the measurements, only
one wake center liue is shown in each figure.
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o 2o 40 GO 80 IOO
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Wolfe ori_/n
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20 40 GO 80 I00 /20 /40 /GO 0 20 410 GO 80 I00 /20

D/s/once be,h/nd quorlet--choFd po_r?/,percen/ Sem/'s_n

Plain wing; C_, 1.5 Full-span flap; CL, 2.5
F Jet'RE 7.--Theoretical dow_wash-ang]e contours and wake positions for various distances from ground. .4, 6; taper ratio, 3:1.
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40

i

0 2"0 40 60 80 f O0 0 20 40 GO 80 /00

D,S/of roe from d_ ,percent sern/span

..... q T_

O.4-Sl)an flap; ('1,.,1.2; ('Lf, II.tl 0.7 span Ilal); ('t. w, 1.2; C'/.I, J.2
FIGURE _.--Theoretic"al (loWrlWa,sh-angle i_OlltOll£S aIl(I wake positions for various CIJstan(_,$ froro ground. .t, ll; la[l_2r ratio, :{:l.
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Dislonc e beht'nd quor let- chord potn f,percen f sem_spon

Plain wing; CL, 1.8 Full-span flap; CL, 2.5
FIO.VRE9.--Theoretical downwash-angie contours and wake positions for various distances from ground. A, 9; taper ratio, 3:1.
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APPLICATION

EXAMPLES OF GROUND EFFECT

A number of examples of the ground effect on down-

wash angles and wake location are given in figures 6
to 10. These figures may be used for design charts
because the examples cover most conditions of practical

interest; that is, enough cases are included not only to
illustrate tile nature of the effect but also to permit an

estimate of the order of magnitude of the effect in any
case. For use at lift coefficients other than those

shown, tile downwash angles and the downward dis-
placement of tile wake may be assumed proportional
to the lift coefficient. No wake effect was included

ill tile computations for these figures inasmuch as the
profile-drag coefficient would depend on the type of
high-lift device used; the correction for the ground
effect on tile effective airspeed at the wing has also

been omitted because the value of d/'d depends to some

extent on the geometric characteristics of the wing.

CALCULATION PROCEDURE

Figures 6 to 10, together with figure 2, will probably
suffice to indicate to the designer the magnitude of the

ground effect and the conditions that the airplane
must meet near tile ground. In order to complete
the presentation and also to show tile methods of calcu-

lation for cases not covered by the illustrations, the
following additional discussion of the method is given.

Superposition of the downwash fields.---The only
complication of the process of superposition illustrated
in figure 1 is that the location of the wake cannot be

predetermined because it depends on the resultant
downwash field. For any particular ('as(,, a satisfactory
method of locating the wake is to assume a wake loca-

tion, calculate the corresponding downwash angles
alon_, it, adjust the wake location to t hcs(_ angles,
recalculate the downwash angles, readjust the wake

location, and so on until further steps pro(hu'_, no
change. Two or three steps generally suffice.

Another method is to draw the wake center line as a

series of straight sections starting at the trailing edge
(or wake origin), the slope of each section being deter-
mined by the coordinates of its fit_t point. (This
method corr(,Sl)onds to the step-l)y-st(,t) integration of

tile differential equation, dy/dx=f(x, ._/).) A modifica-
tion of this method was found to be simplest for locating

the wake at any particular distance behind tin_' trailing
edge within the normal range of tail positions. It d(,-
pt,nds on the observation that, in this rang(,, th(, aver-

age slope of the wake between the trailing edge and a
point distant _ behind it is very nearly thc. slope of the
wake at 0.45_ from the trailing edge, while the average

slope t)etween the trailing edge and thc_'point at 0.45_

is very nearly the slope at 0.20_ from the trailing edge.
These relations arc illustrated in figure 11. The method
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of coml)uting the wake displacement at a distanct_
thus consists of thc following steps:

a. Without considering wake displacenwnt, calculate
the downwash angle _>._0 (resultant of the actual and

the reflected vortex fiehls) in the wake at 0.20_ behind
the trailing edge._

b. Calculate tile wake displacement at 0.45_ behind

tile trailing edge as 0.45_Xtan _.20.
c. Taking this displacement into account, find the

downwash angle to4,_ in the wake at 0.45ff behind the

trailing edge.
d. Calculate the wake displacement at _ behind tile

trailing edge as _X tan _0_-
The wake effect (fig. 2) is added as described in ref-

erence 2 with consideration, also, of the reflected wake
for positions very close to the ground. For such posi-

tions it may happen that the wake half-width, as
calculated by the methods of reference 2, exceeds the
distance from the wake center to the ground. In this

W_e eric)in

FIliI'RE 11 ,--Illustration of the Nmpllfled method of determining the wake dk_pla¢_'-

merit at a distance _ behind the trailing edge. The average slope between the trail-

ing edge and _ approximalely equals the slope at l).45[ and the average slot'c _etween

the trailing edge and 0.4_ approximately equals tim slope at 0.2f)_.

ease the ground effect will no longer be simply a reflec-
tion of the normal wake; for the calculation of

downwash angles, however, the assumption of simple
reflection will give approximately correct results though,

physically, the corresponding concept of a wake image
partly extending above the ground is obviously in-
correct.

The small correction for the variation of downwash

across the tail span (fig. 21 of reference 2) may be dis-
regarded in these calculations.

Ground effect on lift.--Altlmugh this paper is not

primarily concerned with the ground effect on the wing
lift, some remarks concerning it may be in order, inas-

much as its magnitude must be known for any applica-
tion of these results. For a given lift coefficient, the
angle of attack decreases as the airplane approaches the
ground; hence the corresponding increase in the angle
of attack of the tail is, for a given lift coefficient, less

than the decrease in the angle of downwash.
The ground effect on the wing may be considered to

consist essentially of three parts: (a) A reduction in

the effective ab_peed at tile wing, due t_ the field of tlle
reflected hound vortex; (b) a change in the effective

camber and airfoil section characteristics in general,

due to the cllrVlilln'e alid ltle dist,orlion (if the, flow by
I,he reflected wing; and (C) ii reduclinn in the induced

aiigle at llie wing, due lxi the uptlow assoeilited witii the
rellecl.ed trailing vortices. All extensive theoretical

analysis is given in referen(:es 6 and 7, and tile results
are sumniarized in the appendix of reference 8. As
indicated in reference 8, however, (c) alone appears to

acconnt approxinntteiy for the c' .,erved groumi effect
on lift, so that (a) an,l (b) nmy be considered to nullify
each other fl)r most conditions of practical interest. A

simplified theory based on ((') alone may therefore be
tentatively re('ommended, at least for stability and
(:ontrol calculations. The reduction in the angle of

attack for a given Jill coefficient is then given by the
equation

c_
Aa=--57.3 _ a

in which, by reference 8,
ff _ (__zi_(2d/b)O .768

For the landing attitude, a may be of lhe order of 0.5,
wllich corresponds to the effective doubling of the aspect
ratio.

R_:SUM_:OF METHOi)

For the calculation of downwash angles and wake
location in the proximity of the ground, the procedure
given in reference 2 is revised as follows:

Plain wings.--

1. Determine x,/_, m, and z in semispans. (Consider

the wake origin to coincide with the trailing edge.)
2. Determine the do_-nward displacement h of the

wake center line at the elevator position in the following

steps:
a. Determine _020 from the downwash charts of

reference 2.

_._0=C_[_(x--0.8_, 0)--_(z--0.8_, 2z)]

(The term _(x--0.8_, 0) is the doualwash angle read
from the appropriate chart of reference 2 at the point
whose abscissa is x--0.8_ and whose ordinate is 0.

Similarly, the term _(x--0.8/_, 2z) is read at the point
whose abscissa is x--0.8_ and whose ordinate is 2z. It
will be noted that the ordinates in the charts are thus

considered as" vertical distances fl'om the wake center";
the present label, "vertical distance fl'om quarter-

chord point," which applies only to the "undisplaced"
downwash-angle contours, has given rise to some
confusion.)

b. Determine _o._nfrom the do_alwash charts.
_o.,_=C_{_(,-o.55_, o)

--_[x--0.55_, 2(z--0.45_ tan _o...>o)]}

3. Determine the downwash at the hinge line as
_=CL[_(X, m+h)--_(_, 2Z+m--D)]
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Flapped wings.--

1. Determine x, _, m, and z as before, but measure m
and z fi'om the wake origin rather than from the trailing

edge.
2. Determine h in the following steps:

a. _o.2o=CL_[_,x--.S0L 0)--_(x--0.8_, 2z)]

+CLflg(z--0.86 0)-_Ax-0.SL 2z)]

where the subscripts of _ and ,y signify that these
values are to be read from the downwash charts for the

plain wing and for the flap, respectively.

b. _0.4_= CL_{ _,,(x-- 0.55L 0) -- _[x--0.55_,

2(z--0.45_ tan _o.2o)]}

+ CLs{_Az- 0.55_)
--_i[x--0.55L 2(z--0.45_ tan c0.:0)]}

c. h = _ tan _o.45

3. _=CL_[_(x, m+h)--_x, 2(z+m--h)]

_-Cc/_t(x, m+h)--_Ax_ 2z +-m--h)]

4. Add the wake correction (fig. 2). This correction

is a function of c%, _ (measured in root-chord lengths),

and m+h (measured in root-chord lengths).
5. Add the correction for the reflected wake, which is

a function of ca0, _, and 2z+m--h.

EXAMPLES

The specimen calculations of reference 2 will be re-

peated here for the case in which the trailing edge or
wake origin is 0.2 semispan from the ground (fig. 12).

W_ke _dqe
WoNe

(a) "--x =.C8 _ i z =2bt2 G'- our_d

P/oNe ec1_e

Z=.21._I 2 --- Wnhe _d

(b) [ -c_o_,-,d
....... . ......... ( ....................... ....... J ....

Ol} Flap till

(h) Flap down.

FIGI'RE 12. -[111l_tratil)ll fifflheSlIe(!ili'!l'llVal'lllali ollsOtd°wnw;k_h:tlI(] %_ake.

For the flap-u l) condition, the reduction in angle of
atta('k for the given lift coeiIi('ient is al.)l,t 0.7°; for the

[lap-down (.ondition, the reduction is about 1.2 °.
These changes corresl)nnd to an increase in ,n of about

0.0lb/2. The steps just outlined are:

Flaps up.--

1. x=0.68, _=0.43, m=0, z=0.2

2. a. _o20=0.9[_(0.34, 0)--_(0.34, 0.4)]
=0.9 (7.5°--3.2°7
=3.9 °

(An extrapolation of the downwash-angle charts was
necessary to find these values of _.)

b. _0.4._----0.9[E(0.44, 0)--E(0.44, 0.37)]
=0.9(6.60--3.5 °) =2.8 °

c. h=0.43 tan 2.8 °
= 0.02

3. ,=0.9[,(0.68, 0.02)--_(0.68, 0.38)1
=0.9(5.80--3.3 ° )
=2.3 °

The wake half-width is about 0.03 semispan anti the

tail lies in it at 0.02 semispan from its center.

Flaps down.--

1. x=0.68, _=0.43, m=0.03, z=0.2
2. a. _ 20=0.9[_(0.34, 0)--_(0.34, 0.4)]

+0.76[_(0.34, 0)--_/0.34, 0.4)]
=0.9(7.5°--3.2°)+0.76(9.5°--4.1 °)
=3.9°+4.1 °
= 8.0 °

b. _.,._=0.9[_(0.44, 0)--,_(0.44, 0.35)]
+0.76[_;(0.44, 0)--_,(0.44, 0.35)]

=0.9(6.60--3.6 ° ) +0.76(9.0°--4.6°7
=2.70+3.3 °
=6.0 °

e. h =0.43 tan 6 °
=0.05

3. _=0.9[_¢(0.68, 0.08)--_(0.68, 0.38)]
+0.76[_(0.68, 0.087--_,(0.68, 0.387]
=0.9(5.30--3.3 °) +0.76(7.3°--4.2 °)
--1.8°+2.4 °
_--4.2 °

4. m-e-h=0.08 semispan
=0.24c,

Since the wake half-wi(tth _"is 0.34c_, the tail is within
the wake. Figure 2 indicates a downwash-angle
increment of 1.5 °.

5. 2zero--h=0.37 semispan
=l.llc,

The reflected wake is thus too far away to have qn

al)preciable effect.
The downwash angle at the binge line is

4.2°+1.5°=5.7 °

which is 5° less than the value (11).7 °) calculated for the

case without ground effect. Since the attitude of the

.tirplane has changed by 1.2 °, the increase in the angle
of attack of the tail is only 5°-1.2 °. or 3.8 ° .

0.24
The dynami(" 1)ressure at the hinge line. 0]_ii=0.71

wake half-width f,'om the wake center, is (I)y fig. 24 of
reference 2)

(L -- 0.2 >_0.637 q = 0.87q
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